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Writing a Resume for an Information Technology Position

Information technology is a fantastic field of work to get into these days, as it is one of the fastest growing 
industries in the world. In order to become a part of the growth, you must be able to write a resume that will get 
you noticed in a sea of other qualified professionals. In order to do this, be detailed when describing your skills and 
accomplishments and keep your resume simple by including only the most relevant information. A lot of people will 
have the same qualifications as you, so it’s important to highlight those things that make you exceptional.
 

Technology plays a key role in the world today. Employment in the Information Technology 
field has been growing rapidly and is expected to continue to grow. This growth is attributed 
to the fact that there is a growing dependency on technology as the world continues to 
embrace technology-oriented operations and activities. The growth in this field can also 
be attributed to the great contribution that this field makes to the general economy of a 
country.

Due to the rapid growth that the information technology field has been experiencing over the last couple of years, 
there are numerous job opportunities up for grabs in the industry. However, keeping in mind that information 
technology is a specialized industry, there is high competition as employers are looking for the best. This is so 
because the information technology field plays such a vital role in the world today.

It is thus of utmost importance to know how to write a resume that will impress the employer and increase your 
chances of securing an information technology job. There are several things you must include when writing a 
resume for an information technology position.

Keep in mind that details are of utmost importance. Use appropriate font styles to highlight any distinctive or 
exemplary performances and skills, either in your academic or work experience. This is a professional way of 
attracting the attention of the employer to your qualifications, and it may increase your chance of securing a position 
in the information technology field.

To begin with, include your personal contact information. This includes your full name, physical address, phone 
number, email address, and any other personal information that may be relevant to the employer. The contact 
information provided should be current and easily reached. It is important to mention at this point that the 
information provided in the resume must be given honestly. Any false information would greatly jeopardize your 
chances of getting hired.

The next section should be the career objective, or the summary of qualifications which is more 
recommended recently. Normally the career objective is a brief outline of the candidate’s goal 
in relation to the information technology field, and also contains in a nutshell the qualifications 
of the candidate. This is an area that one must be extremely careful with, as it must be written 
in a way to reflect relevantly the goals of the candidate in relation to the information technology 
position being applied for.
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The next thing that comes immediately after the objective is the professional qualifications you have. This should 
start with the most recent and go down to the very first place you worked, if it is relevant. This information should 
be organized in a manner that the employer will find easy to follow without getting confused. The element of 
organization is important, as this is a skill that will be important to have in the field of IT.

You must include the relevant skills that are required in this field. Some of these skills include proficiency in the 
entire web graphic field which includes designing of websites and all that entails website technology. In addition, the 
resume must reflect in-depth knowledge and skills in Java Script, Crystal Reports, HTML, Front Page, ORACLE, and 
other such skills.

Having clearly put down your skills, the next thing on your resume should be your educational background. This is 
actually a basic requirement for any resume be it in the information technology field or any other field, the lack of 
which is highly likely to lead to an automatic disqualification. Some of the academic qualifications that must come 
out clearly in the resume include training in visual basic or C++. Just like with the professional experiences, you 
should begin with the most recent education obtained and go chronologically.

When concluding the resume, you may choose to mention any other area of distinction that is outside the scope of 
work and education. It can be an affiliation with a community organization or an honorary recognition. Writing a 
resume for an information technology job can be tricky, but following the guidelines discussed above will increase 
your chances of success.


